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Welcome 
Welcome to GeoMetrx training. The latest update of GeoMetrx contains many exciting 
new features. These include:  

 Strategy Map Panels – Now you can create sites, territories, and trade 
areas and view reports right from the full screen map. Use the expandable 
collapsible panels to create the map you need without ever leaving the map 
window. 

 The DataDashboard – Where you can create tables and charts of your 
data, and create custom indicators. Add variables for your sites or market 
areas, create custom indicators by combining normalizing and standardizing 
variables, create weighted index variables that tell you about your specific 
market.  

 Project Manager – Quickly and easily build, run, test, save and reload 
multiple business scenarios. When you save a project, settings such as 
your sites, trade areas, data variables, market indicators, formulas, and 
map settings are preserved. When you return to your project, it appears 
just as you had left it, so you don’t waste any time getting on with 
business. 

 Territory Manager – Create, manage, and align up to 5 levels of territory 
hierarchy in Strategy Map. For example: national division territories, regional 
territories, district, and representative territories. Maintain data security by 
selectively restricting access to data and territory views at the user level. 
Changes that you make at any level of your territory hierarchy are 
continued across all hierarchical levels. You can align and optimize at any 
level of your territory hierarchy.   

 Importing Your Data – Get your own data, locations, and logos on Strategy 
map and import attribute data for your locations or standard geographies. 

In this training we will show you how to get your data in, use all the features of 
Strategy Map to do the most thorough analysis, manage your projects, and get your 
data out. 
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Strategy Map 
Strategy map has a simple design that lets you see the whole map, or just the panels 
that you need. Panels are expandable and collapsible and can be completely hidden or 
accessed individually. 

This flexibility lets you see only what you need, when you need it. 

Getting your Data In 
The first step in almost every project is to get your valuable data in to GeoMetrx. 
GeoMetrx’s Import Wizard makes getting your data in fast and easy so that you can 
get on with business. 

Importing Sites and Data 
You can quickly and easily upload your site location data and attribute data for sites, 
and instantly display them on Strategy Map and in DataDashboard tables and charts. 
Use this option to get your data on the map and start learning about your market in 
minutes. 

What you need: 

 A TXT, CSV, DBF pr XLS file. 

 If your file is TXT or CSV values must be separated by tabs or commas. 

 Comma-separated files must enclose values with " characters if the values may 
contain commas. 

 The first record in the file must contain column names. 

To upload your data: 

1. From the GeoMetrx Home page, click Strategy Map. 

2. In Strategy Map click Import. 
3. In the Your Sites and Data section of the Import Wizard, click Go. 

4. In the File Name section, click Browse and select AtlasandGlobeWIcon.csv.  

5. In the Import Type section, make sure that Your Sites and Data is selected. 
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6. Click Next. 

To set import specifications: 

1. Provide the information that describes your data. In the Short Name text box, enter 
a short name for the data set that you are importing. Type Atlas and Globe Sites. 

2. In the Displayed Name text box, enter the name that will be displayed when you 
are choosing this data from a list. Type Atlas and Globe Sites 

3. In the Choose the type of Data to Import list, if Your Sites and Data is not 
displayed, select it from the list. 

4. In the Columns in your file section, use the With Data Type list to select: 

 A: Aggregatable - if the values can be added to create a meaningful 
number. 

 C: Character – if the values are character values. 

 N: Numeric – if the values are numeric, such as an index, but cannot be 
added to create a meaningful number. 

5. In the list of columns, click the RecID column and click Set next to the Name 
column to make sure that the RecID is used as the name.  

6. In the list of columns, select the Sales column. Make sure that the data type is 
Aggregatable, and click Add Selected Columns. 

7. Repeat this for as many data types as you have columns that you want to add. 

8. In the Columns to be Processed section, review the columns that are currently set 
to be processed. If any column is not yet specified, click the column in your list 
of columns that contains the required column and click Set next to the required 
field in the list of columns to be processed. 
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9. Repeat this procedure for any columns that are marked as required but are not yet 
specified. 

10. For all columns check the  

 Usage – how the column variable will be used. For example as the record 
identifier. 

 Rqd – whether the column is required for upload. 

 Type – whether the type is character, numeric, or aggregatable. Note: the 
record identifier will always be character. 

 Destination Column Short Name – which you can change if necessary. 

 Displayed Name – which you can change if necessary. 

11. If you want to clear a column so that it is not uploaded, click Clear to the right 
of the row of information for the column. 

 
12. Click Finish. Note that GeoMetrx has both points for mapping and a table of data 

from the upload. Click the Done link to go to the Report Viewer.  

13. Click View Report to see a report on your site import. Click the link to see the 
sites on the Map. Now you can see your sites and explore them in Strategy Map 
and in the DataDashboard. 
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Strategy Map Panels 
When you enter Strategy Map, some panels display automatically. These include the 
Map panel, Tools panel, Legend panel and the Markets panel. You can move, resize, 
collapse, or close any panel. You can also hide them all or select which panels you 
want displayed using the Panels command at the top of the Strategy Map.  

Let’s take a look at each panel, and see how you will use each. 

Using the Tools Panel 
The Tools Panel lets you position the map on exactly the location you want, and then 
get detail information about that location.  

 If the Tools Panel is not displayed, select Panels. In the Panels dialog box, check 
Tools and click Close this window.  

  Use the Pan tool to move the map in the direction of the arrow you 
click. Click the center of the Pan tool, to display a crosshair at the 
center of the map. Pan in a few directions. Click the center to show the 
crosshair.  
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 Use the Zoom Bars to zoom the map in or out and see more or less 
detail. Click any bar to zoom in or out. 

 Use the Center Map tool to set the map center at the exact location 
that you click. You can also use this tool to slide the map in the 
direction that you click and drag. Click a point on the map to center, then 
practice dragging. 

 Use the Center Map and Zoom In tool to center the map on the 
location you click, and zoom in for more detail. You can also click and 
drag to create a rectangle around the area you want to see. Ctrl-click 
and drag to start drawing the rectangle from the center rather than the 
upper left-hand corner. GeoMetrx will zoom to display the area you 
selected. Click any location on the map to center and zoom in. Click and 
drag to create a rectangle.  

 Use the Center Map and Zoom Out tool to center the map on the 
location you click, and zoom out to see more area. You can also click 
and drag to create a rectangle around the area you want to zoom out 
from. Ctrl-click and drag to start drawing the rectangle from the center 
rather than the upper left-hand corner. GeoMetrx will zoom out to 
display centered on the area you selected. Click any location on the map 
to center and zoom out. Click and drag to create a rectangle. 

 Use the Set Map Height button to set the exact distance on the earth's 
surface that you want to see displayed from the top of the map to the 
bottom of the map. Set the map height to 400. Then set it to 50. Note how 
the overlays displayed on the map differ.  

 Use the Jump To button to center the map on the exact address.  

In the Select Method section, you can center on an existing site or 
market. Select the Select Location from List radio button. Select Andover 
Parcels, which is a site that has been previously created, and click 
OK. The map redraws at that location.  

Click the Jump To button again. Select the option to Enter Location 
Details and jump to 41Union St, Boston MA 02108. Clear Automatically 
Set Map Height and select City Level. 

   Use the Flash Report tool to instantly create a report for the location 
you click. Choose from a list of available flash reports. Reports can be 
points based, such as information for a specific store, or can give 
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information for the geography in which you click. Click the flash report 
tool. Select a report from the list – Demographics for zips. Click any ZIP to 
see the report. You can create custom flash reports. Close the Flash 
Report panel. 

 Use the Show in Close up Window tool to draw a rectangle around the 
area you want to show in a detailed inset map. You can use 
navigation tools in the close-up window to adjust the area and detail 
that you see. You can move the close-up window to a new location 
by dragging and dropping the title bar. You can resize it by dragging 
the side edges or corners. If you navigate within the close up map 
and change the area displayed, the rectangle on the map that outlines 
the area shown in close up adjusts automatically. Use the printer tool 
at the top of the Close Up window to print the area displayed in close 
up. Draw a rectangle around Boston. Drag and drop the close up window. 
Resize it. Note that you can print the inset map. 

 

  Use the Measure Distance tool to measure distance on the map. Click 
to indicate a starting point, and then click an end point. GeoMetrx  
displays the distance of that segment, and the total distance. Continue 
clicking to measure more segments and see accumulated distance. 
Double-click to stop measuring. Measure along streets in the inset map. 

In addition to all the tools available in the Tools Panel, you can right-click the map 
window to set the zoom level or center the map on the point you clicked. Right-click 
the map and select: 
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 Panels – to view the list of panels and select which to open or close.. 

 Zoom to region level - to zoom to a height at which you can view the 
entire region.  

 Zoom to city level - to zoom to a height at which you can view the city.  

 Zoom to street level - to zoom to a height at which you can view streets.  

 Zoom in 2X - to halve the distance from the top of the map to the bottom 
of the map, on the earth's surface, and see more detail.  

 Zoom out 2X - to double the distance from the top of the map to the 
bottom of the map, on the earth's surface, and see more area.  

 Center map here - to make the point where you right-click the center of 
the map.  

 Move to This Site - to zoom to the site on which you click. This option 
only displays when you are working with sites in the Markets Panel, and 
when you right-click on the site. 

 Move This Site – to click and drag a site displayed on Strategy Map. This 
option only displays when you are working with sites in the Markets Panel, 
and when you right-click on the site. 

 Add Site Here – to add a new site on the location where you clicked. 

Using the Markets and the Geographies Panel 
In the Markets panel, the markets with which you are working are listed. You can add 
new sites or areas to the markets list, add a new territory group, or add existing 
markets to the list. Once a market is listed in the markets list, you can use it with 
any feature in the Strategy Map.  

In the Geography Panel, you select existing markets with which to work. 

You can think of the Geography panel as the supermarket where you select ingredients 
for what you want to make, and the Markets panel as the kitchen counter where all 
your ingredients are out and ready to use. 

You use the two together to select sites, markets, or territories with which you want to 
work. 

Selecting Existing Sites 
You can select sites or territories from the Geography Panel and add them to the 
Markets Panel where you can work with them as a group or individually. 

To select existing sites: 

1. Click Panels and select the Geography Panel. 

2. In the Geography Panel, select My Market Groups> Pharmacies – ABC Drug  

3. Click Select All. 
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4. Click Add all Selected Markets to the Markets panel. 

5. Close the Geography Panel. 

In the Markets panel, you can effect an individual site by holding your mouse pointer 
over the site name, or all sites by holding your mouse pointer over the menu at the 
top of the markets panel. 

Let’s take a look at what we can do to the individual sites. 

Working with Individual Sites in the Markets Panel 
You can work with individual sites by holding your mouse pointer over the site name in 
the Markets Panel. 

Editing an Individual Site 
You can change the location of an existing site. Use this feature to change the 
address when a site moves, or to fine tune to an exact spot using the latitude and 
longitude coordinates. 

To edit an individual site: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Cambridge Site and select 
Edit. The Edit a Site dialog box displays. You can use the Edit feature to fine 
tune the location of a site by entering a different address or Lat Long,  

2. In the Reposition section, select Street Address. 

3. In the Street box, enter 32 Quincy Street. 

4. Click OK.  

 

Moving a Site on the Map 
You can move a site location on the map by dragging or dropping a pushpin. 
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To move a site: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Cambridge site and click 
Move. 

2. Drag and drop the pushpin to the other side of the street. 

 
3. Click OK. The new site location is saved. 

Creating a Trade Area for a Site 
You can create an area around a site that is the area in which the site does 
business, or has potential to do business. Once the trade area is created, data for the 
area are aggregated to the site level, so you can see potential for the entire trade 
area, not just individual components. 

There are many different methods of trade area creation. The one you choose will 
depend upon your business and your target audience behavior. 

Creating a Radial Trade Area 
A radial trade area is a trade area based on the distance, in miles or kilometers, from 
the trade area to the perimeter of a circle.  

To create a radial trade area around a site: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the South Bay Site and click 
Create trade area. The Edit a Trade Area dialog box displays. Here you can create 
a single trade area for the site.  

2. In the Trade Area Definition select Radial. 
3. In the Radius box, enter 1. 

4. Click OK.  

5. Hold your mouse pointer over the South Bay Site in the Markets list and select 
Show. The map centers on the site and a bulls-eye zooms the site. 

6. Note that the Panels are hidden so that you can fully see the map. Click the 
Panels command to show the panels.  
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7. Set the map height to 3 miles so that you can see the radial trade area. 

Now we will be able to see the trade areas that we create. We will explore all aspect 
of the Map Panel next, but let’s return to creating trade areas. 

Creating a Trade Area Based on Travel Time 
You can create a trade area based on minutes of travel time. For example, if you 
create a Travel Time trade area with a maximum travel time of 5 minutes, GeoMetrx 
will draw a perimeter along street lines, at the 5 minute travel time mark. You might 
create this kind of trade area if your site is, for example, a coffee shop. You might 
know that your customers will not travel more than 5 minutes to get to the shop. 

To create a Travel Time trade area: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Dedham site and click 
Create trade area. The Edit a Trade Area dialog box displays. Here you can create 
a single trade area for the site.  

2. In the Trade Area Definition select Travel Time. 

3. In the Travel Time text box, enter 3 minutes. 
4. Click OK. 
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5. Hold your mouse pointer over the Dedham trade area. Note that now the option to 

create a trade area is gone, and replaced by edit or delete the trade area. Click 
Zoom. The map centers on the site and a bulls eye zooms the site. 

6. Note that the Panels are hidden so that you can fully see the map. Click the 
Panels command to show the panels. 

Creating a Trade Area to a Threshold 
You can create a Trade area that is built to a threshold variable value that you set. 
For example, you might have a budget to mail to 7000 potential customers, but you 
know that your potential customer base is within 3 miles of your store. You could 
create a trade area that was 7000 households, but not more than 3 miles. If there 
were less than 7000 households in the 3 mile area, you could eliminate them and 
decrease your mailing costs while still marketing to your target audience. 

To create a trade area that’s built to a threshold: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Medford site and click 
Create trade area. The Edit a Trade Area dialog box displays. 

2. In the Trade Area Definition section, select Build to threshold. 

3. To select a variable whose maximum value will determine the perimeter of the 

trade area, click .  

4. In the Search In list, select Households (2011). 

5. In the variable list, select Households (2011) and click Select.  
6. In the Threshold Value box, type 1000. 

7. In the Maximum Distance box, type 3 miles. 

8. Click OK.  
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9. Hold your mouse pointer over the Medford site in the Markets list, click Zoom. 

The Strategy map zooms to the site and fits the trade area. This trade area will 
encompass roughly 1000 households. 

10. Click Panels to show the Panels. Use the ruler tool to find the radius of the trade 
area. 

Creating a Hand Drawn Trade Area 
You can hand draw a trade area on the map. Perhaps you know exactly the area that 
you want to target, to the street level. Or you know that there is a barrier, like a 
canal, that customers will not cross to get to your site. Hand drawing your trade area 
gives you the flexibility to be precise. 

To create a hand drawn trade area: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Woburn site and click 
Create trade area. 

2. In the Trade Area Definition section, select Hand-drawn polygon using the map. 

3. Click OK. The map repositions to the Woburn site. You are in editing mode. 

4. Click the Draw Polygon  tool. Click the first corner where you want to the trade 
area boundary. Then click the second, and so on until your polygon looks the way 
you want. Then double-click to close the polygon. 
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5. Click the Add, Move or Delete Node  tool. 

6. You can add vertices by double-clicking any point on the boundary.  

7. You can remove any vertex by double-clicking it. 
8. When your trade area looks the way you want, click OK in the Markets Panel. 

 

Creating a Trade Area of Components Selected from the Map 
You can create a trade area by selecting geographies right on the map. You don’t 
need to know geographic identifiers such as ZIP Codes or County FIPS codes, just 
point and click the geographies that you want in the trade area. When you select 
components from the map, you get whole geographies rather than fractions of 
geographies that you can get with other trade area creation methods. 

To create a trade area of components selected using the map: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Revere site and click 
Create trade area. 

2. In the Trade Area Definition section select Components selected using the map. 
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3. Use the Choose a Geography list to select the geography to use as site 
components. Select ZIP (Polygon). 

4. Click OK.  

5. In this case, whole geographies are selected, so the alignment panel displays.  

You can use any of the selection tools in the tool panel to select site components. 

 The Select tool - Select individual geographies by shift-clicking points 
on the map.  

 The Circle Select tool - Select geographies within a radius by clicking 
a point on the map and dragging outward until you reach your desired 
radius. All geographies encompassed within the radius are added to the 
territory.  

 The Polygon Select tool - Select geographies within a hand-drawn 
polygon by clicking and connecting points on the map. To close the 
polygon, double-click the beginning vertex of the polygon.  

 The Rectangle Select tool - Select geographies within a rectangular 
area by clicking and dragging outward. All geographies encompassed in 
the selected area are added to the territory. 

6. Use the Center and Zoom Out tool to get a better view of the area. 

7. This time let’s use the Circle Select tool  to click a few ZIP Codes. Click the 
Circle Select tool. Click the Revere site and drag out to form a circle that 
encompasses several ZIP Code centers.  
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8. Click the Accept Changes tool  in the Alignment Panel. We will use the 
alignment panel more when we discuss Strategy Map Territories. GeoMetrx colors 
the selected components. Note: if you are not happy with the changes that you’ve 

just made, you can click the Undo Last Assignment button  to remove the 
changes. 

9. Click OK in the Markets panel. 
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Creating a Trade Area of Standard Geographies 
You can choose trade area components from a list of standard geographies such as 
ZIP Codes, Counties, or States. If you know the names or codes of components, this 
can be a fast and easy way to create trade areas. 

To create a trade area of components chosen from lists of standard geographies: 

1. In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Cambridge site and click 
Edit Trade Area. The Edit a Trade Area dialog box displays. 

2. In the Trade Area Definition section, select Components chosen from lists of standard 
geographies. 

3. Use the Geography list to select the type of geography that your trade areas will 
comprise. Select Counties. 

4. Use the State list to select the state that includes your area, in this case 
Massachusetts. Note: If your components are in more than one state, you can 
choose components from one state and then choose another state and choose more 
components.  

5. In the Sort By section, select the radio button for the criteria by which you want to 
sort. Select County Name. 

6. Select Suffolk from the list on the left, and click Add.  

7. Click OK. To see the new trade area, click Show and select Trade Area(s) for: 
Cambridge. 

 

Removing a Site 
You can remove a site from the Markets panel when you don’t need to work with it 
any longer. Removing a site does not delete the site; it just removes it from the 
working area. 
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To remove a site: 

 In the list of Markets, hold your mouse pointer over the Cambridge site 
and click Remove. 

Working with All Sites in the Markets Panel 
Now we have seen all the ways in which you can work with an individual site. Let’s 
see how we can affect all sites at once. 

Creating Trade Areas for All Markets 
You can create up to three trade areas for each site, and select the trade area 
creation method for trade area 1, 2 and 3. If you have a large number of sites, you 
can use this feature to instantly create trade areas, based on methods that you 
specify, for all sites at once. 

To set trade area rules: 

1. Hold your mouse pointer over the blue arrow  at the top of the Markets Panel, 
and click Trade Area Rules. The Trade Area Rules dialog box displays. This is 
where you can set up to three trade areas for your markets. Trade areas can be 
Radial, Travel time, or Built to a threshold variable. 

For these markets, let’s set three radial trade areas. 
2. Click Enabled for all three trade areas. 

3. In the Trade Area 3 row, click Edit. 

4. Set the Radius to 7 miles and click OK. 
5. In the When to use these rules section, note that you can apply rules to markets 

that have no trade area only, or to all markets.  Select the second option and 
click OK. 

Note: if you don’t see trade areas, open the map panel and select the My Markets 
section. Then select all trade areas. Click Update Map to see the trade areas. 
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Adding a New Site to the List of Sites 
You can add a new site to the list of sites in the Markets Panel. Use this when you 
need to add an individual location. 

To add a new site: 

1. Hold your mouse pointer over the blue arrow  at the top of the Markets Panel, 
and click Add New Site. The Add a New Site dialog box displays. 
Note the several methods that you can use to position a site. Most are self 
explanatory. 

2. Select Street Intersection as the method. 
3. In the Site section, you can assign a name, number and description to the site. 

 Enter a Name of GeoMetrx Support. 

 Enter a Number of 1234. 

 Enter a Description of Bend OR Office. 

In the Street Address section, enter positioning information. 

 Enter a Street 1: NW Bond Street 

 Enter a Street 2: NW Oregon Street 

 Enter a City: Bend 

 Enter a State of OR 

 Enter a ZIP of 97701 

4. Click OK. The new site displays on the map. 
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Adding a New Area to the List of Markets 
You can add a new area, a market that comprises an area rather than a point 
location. Use this feature when you want to add an individual market area to the list 
in the Markets Panel. 

Important Note: Before you add the new area, set Trade area Rules so that they only 
apply to sites without defined trade areas. The boundary of this area will be treated as 
a trade area boundary, so if Trade Area Rules are set to override, our settings will 
not take effect. 

To add a new area: 

1. Hold your mouse pointer over the blue arrow  at the top of the Markets Panel, 
and click Add New Area. The Add New Area dialog box displays. 

2. In the Name box, type Eastern MA Counties.  

3. Use the Geography list to select Counties.  

4. Use the State list to select Massachusetts. 
5. In the Sort by section, select County Name. 

6. Ctrl-click to select Barnstable, Essex, Plymouth and Suffolk County. Click Add.  

7. Click OK to create the area. The boundary of this area is treated by GeoMetrx as 
a trade area. In the My Markets section of the Map Panel, turn off trade area 1. 
The area boundary will not display.  

 

Using the Map Panel 
The accordion menu in the Map Panel lets you choose what data and locations you 
want to see on your map. If the map panel is not displayed, select Panels>Map. 
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Displaying Overlays on your Map 
You can think of an overlay as a transparent sheet that displays one map feature, 
such as highways. Each feature of your map is displayed by a different overlay, so 
you can control which features display on your map at any time. 

To determine which overlays display: 

1. In the Map Panel, select Overlays. Overlays that are displayed are checked.  

2. Check the ZIP Numbers (Polygon) box and click Update Map. Zip Numbers display 
on the map. 

 
3. Select Overlays, clear ZIP numbers, and Update Map to return to our original map. 

Displaying Data Thematically 
A thematic overlay shows data in a color or a symbol on your map, and gives the 
map a “theme”. A thematic display can reveal patterns or areas of opportunity. You 
can display up to three types of data thematically on your map.  

To color areas on the map by data values: 
1. In the Map Panel, in the Thematic 1 section, click the Edit Details  button. 

2. Check the Display on Map check box to show the thematic settings on Strategy 
Map when you update the map. 

3. In the Geographic Level list, leave the default entry of Block Groups. This is the 
geography that will be colored by data values.  For example, if you want to color 
ZIP codes by sales volume, the geographic level would be ZIP Codes. If you want 
to color your stores with colored dots that represent the store sales, then the 
geographic level would be your stores. 

4. In the Geographic Filter list, select where the thematics will display. Select: 
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 None (whole map) – which will not filter out any geographies and will 
therefore display the thematic for the whole map. 

We could have chosen: 

 Selected Markets and Trade Areas – to display data for only markets and 
trade areas that are currently displayed in the Markets panel. 

 Custom Filter(s) – to specify criteria for display. To the right of the 
Custom Filters box, click  to set the custom filter. See Displaying Only the 
Sites or Geographies that Meet the Criteria that You Set. 

5. To the right of the Thematic Variable box, click to select the variable that you 
want to display. From the Population by Age table, choose the Population Age 30-
34 variable. 

6.  In the Overlay type list, select: 

 

 Color fill  - to fill an area with color that represents a data value.  

We could have chosen: 

 Cross Hatch – to fill an area with a cross hatch pattern. 

 Dot Density – if you want to place points on the map that represent data 
values. For example, to display population with a dot density overlay, you 
might show 1 dot for every 100 people.. Click here to see a movie about 
dot density mapping. 

 Symbols – if you want to show a symbol on each geography. You might 
use this if you have brought in your locations, such as stores or 
competitors, as My Locations with categories and subcategories, to show 
each type of location with a different symbol. 

 Symbol Size - to show symbols, graduated in size so that smaller symbols 
represent locations with smaller values, and larger symbols represent 
locations with higher values. 

 Symbol Color – to display a symbol with a different color on each location 
or on locations in the same classification. 

 

To set Color Fill Options: 
1. Use the Show Boundaries list to show or not show boundaries for the geography, 

or to accept the default boundary setting for the map height at which you are 
displaying. Leave the setting at Default. 

2. In the Color Sequence section, use the list to select a color sequence, or click 
 to create your own color sequence. We can accept the default color 

sequence. 

3. In the Classification Method section use the Classification Method list to select 
Equal Value Ranges. Available options are: 
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 Equal Value Ranges - A data classification method which creates equal 
ranges by dividing the overall range of the values by the number of 
classifications. 

 Equal Class Counts - A data classification method which divides the 
number of variable values by the number of classifications.  

 Means and Standard Deviation - A data classification method which 
determines the standard deviations of the variable chosen. GeoMetrx divides 
the standard deviation of the variable by the number of classes. If you 
choose an even number of classes, classes fall on either side of the 
mean. If you choose an odd number of classes, the middle class contains 
the mean. 

 Set Class Counts - A data classification method that allows you to set the 
number of geographies to be included in each class. 

 Set Class Percents - A data classification method used to set the 
percentage of geographies that you want to fall into each class, with lower 
values falling into lower classes and higher values falling into higher 
classes. 

4. In the No. of Classes list, set the number of classes to four.  
5. If you want GeoMetrx to automatically round values, check Auto Rounding. 

6. If you want to change what the legend displays or text that displays in the legend, 
click . We will do this for the next thematic variable that we create. 

 
7. Click OK to save the thematic overlay settings. 

8. Click Update Map. The map displays the block groups colored by data. 
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To display a second thematic overlay: 

1. In the Map Panel, in the Thematic 2 section, click the Edit Details button. In this 
overlay, we want to display another data variable, Married Families with Children, 
but we don’t want to color areas by data value, because the first thematic overlay 
that we created will be covered up. We’ll create a Dot Density overlay that will 
show the number of Married Families with Children by displaying dots on the map, 
each representing a certain number of families. 

2. Check the Display on Map check box to show the thematic settings on Strategy 
Map when you update the map. 

3. In the Geographic Level list, leave the default entry of Block Groups. This is the 
geography within which dots will display. For example, if there are 200 families 
with children in a block group, and each dot represents 10 families, then there will 
be 20 dots in the block group. 

4.  In the Geographic Filter list, select where the thematics will display. Select: 

 None (whole map) – which will not filter out any geographies and will 
therefore display the thematic for the whole map. 

We could have chosen: 

 Selected Markets and Trade Areas – to display data for only markets and 
trade areas that are currently displayed in the Markets panel. 

 Custom Filter(s) – to specify criteria for display. To the right of the 
Custom Filters box, click  to set the custom filter. See Displaying Only the 
Sites or Geographies that Meet the Criteria that You Set. 

5. To the right of the Thematic Variable box, click to select the variable that you 
want to display. From the Households: Structure by Presence of Children table, 
choose the Married Couple Family with Children variable. 

6.  In the Overlay type list, select: Dot Density.  
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To set Dot Density Options: 
1. Click the dot color sample to choose a color for the dot that will represent your 

data. Select a dark blue color.  

2. In the Dot size list select the size, in points, for each dot. Enter 2.  

3. In the Dot value section choose: 

 Value per dot – to set the data value that each dot will represent. Enter 
10, so that each dot will represent 10 people in the target age group.  

We could have chosen: 

 Max. dots per area – to set the maximum number of dots per geographic 
area. For example, if you are displaying population for Block Groups, you 
might set the maximum number of dots to display on each block group to 
50. 

4. We will customize the legend for our dot density overlay. Click . 

 
5. In the Heading Row, select the Custom radio button, and type 10 families per dot in 

the text box.  
6. In the Subheading Row, type Married Couples Families with Children. 

7. Click OK.  

8. Check Auto Rounding to allow GeoMetrx to automatically round data values.  
9. Click OK to save the thematic overlay settings and return to editing the thematic 

overlay settings. 

10. Click update map to see the new dot density overlay. 
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Displaying Your Locations 
If you have loaded a file of custom points, your business locations, you can choose 
whether to display those points on the map. Later in this training, we will upload a file 
of locations, but for now we will display previously loaded locations. 

To display your locations on the map: 

1. In the Map Panel of your full screen map, expand the My Locations section.  
2. In the list, select FastSnacks. These all happen to be in the Boston area. If 

necessary, use the navigation tool to center on Boston and set the height.  

3. Click update map. The locations display on the map. Look at the legend to see 
what symbol represents the locations.  If necessary, use the map panel to turn off 
Business Locations and trade areas. 

 

Displaying the Legend 
The legend tells you what each symbol on the map represents. You can move and 
resize the GeoMetrx map legend if necessary. 
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To access the legend: 

1. Click Panels. 

2. Check the Legend check box.  

3. Close the Panels window. The legend panel displays on the Strategy Map. 

Generating and Viewing Reports 
You can generate reports directly from Strategy Map, and use the Reports Panel to 
view any reports that you’ve generated.  

To run a report from Strategy Map: 
 in the Markets Panel click the Menu option and select Run Reports for 

Markets. 

To select markets: 
1. In the Sort by section select: 

 Name – to display markets alphabetically by name. 

We could alternately select: 

 List Order – to display markets in the same order in which they appear in 
the Markets Panel. 

2. By default, all markets are selected for reporting. If you wanted to remove some 
markets from the list, you could select them and move them out of the list. If you 
want to create reports: 

To select a report: 
1.  Select the Component Detail report. Note: You can Shift-click to select a range 

of reports, or Ctrl-click to select individual reports that are not next to each other 
in the list. 

To specify report options: 
1. Select the  Separate report for each market checkbox. 
2. In the Report Type list select: 

 Each market and trade area – so that each market will have a section with 
both a map and a data table. 

You could also have chosen: 

 Each market with merged trade areas - if you want each market to have 
a section with a map and data table for its merged trade areas.  

 Merged Markets with each trade area - if you want one report section with 
a map of merged markets by trade area and a data table for each trade 
area. Merged Markets and Trade Areas - if you want one report section 
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with a map of merged markets and trade areas, and a data table for the 
merged trade areas. 

3.  In the Title section, select: 

 Text – to enter the text for the title of the report. 

You could also have chosen: 

 From Variable  - to select the variable in your data set that contains the 
title of your report. 

4. In the Subtitle section, select: 

 Text – to enter the text for the subtitle of the report. 

You could also have chosen: 

 From Variable  - to select the variable in your data set that contains the 
subtitle of your report. 

5. In the Footer section, enter the text to use for the footer of the report. 
6. In the Map section check the Show Map in Report checkbox to see maps in your 

reports. 

7. Click Launch Report to Generate the Report.  The Report panel opens and the 
status of the report displays. 

To view reports from Strategy Map: 

1. In the Reports Panel, click View Report  for the Custom Component Detail report 
that you just created. 

2. When you are done viewing the report close the report window and the reports 
panel. 

Saving Your Project 
You’ve made some significant changes to the sites that you’re working with. We can 
save this scenario, so that when you want to continue working with it, you can bring it 
up in exactly the state in which you left it.  

To save the project: 
1. Click the  at the upper right hand corner of Strategy Map. 

2. In the Save Project dialog box, type a name for the new project, and click Save 
as New Project.  

We can continue to work in the project, and we know that the work we have done is 
saved. 

Using the DataDashboard 
The DataDashboard lets you display your data in easy to interpret tables and charts. In 
the Tables tab of the DataDashboard, you can create your own indicator variables and 
weighted indices that give you information about specific markets or areas. 
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Let’s take a look at how we might use the DataDashboard to target specific markets. 

Targeting Specific Markets 
We have three markets: Families with Children, Professionals without Children, and 
University Students. 

We have 10 stores in the Boston area. Remove all markets from the markets Panel, and 
use the Geography Panel to select the following sites in the My Market Groups\Training 
Markets\Markets list: 

 Boston 

 Brighton 

 Brookline 

 Burlington 

 Dedham 

 Dorchester 

 Lynn 

 Medford 

 Saugus 

 Saugus Store 2 

 Somerville 

We will have a different marketing campaign for each target market. We need to find 
the target market where each store should focus its marketing. Let’s create indicators 
that will help us compare stores and target audiences for each store. 

In the Markets panel of the DataDashboard you can: 

 Select all markets or selected markets to include in the table. 

 Select whether you want to see the markets in the table, or all 
geographies within the selected markets. This lets you see information at 
the detail level that you need. You could market to the entire market area, 
or to selected geographies within the market area. 

 Select the trade areas to include in the table. If you have three radial 
trade areas of 1, 3, and 5 miles you might only want to include the 
geographies within the one mile trade area at first. 

For now let’s leave all settings in the Markets Panel of the DataDashboard at their 
defaults. 

You can also collapse the panel once you have made selections, so that you can see 
more of your table on the screen. 
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We will create three indicators that will help us determine which product each store 
should promote. 

Creating a “Families with Children” Indicator 
Our first indicator will tell us what store areas have an above or below average 
number of families with children. 

To create the indicator: 

1. Click  and select Build New Custom Variable (indicator). In this page, we can 
combine normalize and index, or create a weighted index. We’ll start by combining 
to create indicators. 

Our first indicator will tell us whether each market has above or below average 
potential for sales to families with children. 

2. In the Name box, type Families with Children. 
3. Select Combine, Normalize and/or Index. 

4. Select Add variables. 

5. Select the Households: Structure by Presence of Children table. 
6. Select the variables: Married Couple Family with Children, Lone Parent Male with 

Children, and Lone Parent Female with Children. 

7. Click Select. 
8. Normalize by Households.  When you normalize, you divide by a variable so that 

you get a percentage. In this case we normalize with Households so that we get 
the percentage of households with children. 

9. Standardize the variable by comparing to the market area. When you standardize, 
you compare to either the Market area, or the nation. The resulting indicator is a 
number whose average is 100. Markets or geographies with values above 100 have 
a greater than average (for the market area or the nation) number of families 
with children. Markets or geographies with values below 100 have a below average 
number of families with children. 

10. Click Save. 

11. In the DataDashboard, click Refresh Data to see values for our new indicator. 
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12. Use the    icon at the top of the column to see a thematic map of our 
Families with Children indicator. 

 

Creating a “Professionals without Children” Indicator 
Our next index will tell us whether each market has above or below average numbers 
of Professionals without Children. 

To create the indicator: 

1. Click  and select Build New Custom Variable (indicator). 

2. In the indicator name box, type Professionals without Children. 

3. Select Combine, normalize and/or Index. 

4. Click Add Variables.  
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5. Select the table Households: Structure by Presence of Children. 

6. Select the Variables: Married Couple Family No Children, Lone Parent Male No 
Children, Lone Parent Female No Children, Lone Male Householder, and Lone Female 
Householder. 

7. Click Select.  
8. Normalize with households to get the percentage of households without children. 

9. Standardize by market area to find whether each store area is above or below 
average for Professionals without Children for this area. 

10. Click Save. 

11. Click Refresh Data. 

12. Sort the Professionals without Children indicator in descending order by clicking the 
  icon. You can now see the market with the highest number of Professionals 

without Children. 

13. Now let’s use the   icon next to the first market name to see the market 
identified on the map. The panels temporarily disappear, and a bull’s eye identifies 
the market on the map.  

14. Click Panels to see the panels again. 

Creating a “University Enrolled” Indicator 
Now let’s create the indicator for University Students. This indicator will tell us whether 
each market has above or below average numbers of university students. 

To create the indicator: 

1. Click   and select Build New Custom Variable (indicator). 

2. In the Name box, type University Enrolled. 

3. Select Combine, normalize and/or index variables. 
4. Select the table Population: Educational Enrollment. 

5. Select the variables School Enrollment: University/College, and School Enrollment 
Graduate/Professional. 

6. Click Select. 

7. Normalize with Population (2000) to get the percentage of university enrolled 
students per market. 

8. Index for our market. 

9. Click Save. 

10. Click Refresh Data to see our values.  
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Note that each market indicator has at least one value that is above average for the 
market. That indicates the marketing strategy for that location. 

Viewing the Variables for Block Groups 
So far we have looked at indicator values for each market. Let’s see what the 
indicators show for the Block Groups that comprise our trade areas. With one selection 
we can break down the data from the Market level to the Block Group level. 

To view the data for Block Groups: 

1. In the Markets section, select All Block Groups within selected markets to see the 
indicators for market components. Component geography will vary depending upon 
the component geography you have chosen. For example, it might be postal codes, 
ZIP Codes, census tracts, DMAs etc.. 

2. Click Refresh Data. 
3. Use the center scroll bar to move vertically through the list of Block Groups. 

4. Use the  icon at the top of the Professionals without children variable to see a 
thematic map of professionals without children for Block Groups. 

Filtering the Block Groups  
Now let’s filter the Block Groups so that we map only the top 10%. Use GeoMetrx’s 
unique filtering tool to filter by entering a number, or use the histogram to find a 
logical breaking point in the data. 

To filter the data: 

1. Click  to set the filter variable. The Specify Filters dialog box displays. 

2. Click  to select a variable. 

3. Use the Search in.. list to select the table My Current DataDashboard Variables. 
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4. Select the Professionals without Children variable and click Select. 

5. Click to see a histogram of the data. 

6. Slide the blue bar to change the cutoff. The graph gives you a visual image of 
your data, so if there is a logical cutoff, you can see it. 

7. Zoom in for precision. 

8. When you have set the cut off at roughly 90%, click Use Value. GeoMetrx figures 
out the filter value. 

9. Click OK and Refresh Data. Now we only see block groups with values in the top 
10% for Professionals without Children variables in our table. 

10. Click   at the top of the professionals without children variable again. Now we 
only see the top 10% mapped. 

At this point we could use the indicators to market a specific way to specific markets 
or block groups, or we could create a weighted index that combines all three variables 
and gives an overall indication of the market strength. 

11. Clear the filter. 

Creating a Weighted Index 
Let’s create a weighted index of all three variables that will indicate what markets or 
areas have above average potential and therefore are where we should focus our 
marketing endeavors. 

To create a weighted index: 

1. Click  at the top of the blank column. 

2. Select Build New Custom Variable (indicator). 

3. In the name box, enter Weighted Index. 
4. Click the Build a Weighted Index radio button. You see that there is a section for 

each variable that you want to combine in the weighted index. Although there are 
three spaces for components, you can add more.  

5. Click Add Variables.  

6. Select the My Current DataDashboard Variables option, and Select Families with 
Children. 

7. Click Select.  

8. Repeat these steps for the Professionals without Children variable and the 
University Enrolled variable. 

9. Now we can weight each variable according to their significance. Set Families with 
Children to 60%, Professionals without children to 20% and University Enrolled to 
20%. Total weight must always equal 100%. 

10. Click Save. 

11. Click Refresh Data. 

Our weighted index shows us what areas are above average for the markets we 
chose, and therefore, what areas we should target first. 
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Changing the Geographic Level of Analysis in the DataDashboard 
Perhaps you have your DataDashboard table listing Block Groups as site components; 
you can quickly and easily change your analysis to show data as if ZIP Codes are 
site components without having to recalculate your variables. 

To change the analysis level to ZIP codes: 

1. Close the DataDashboard and return to Strategy Map. 

2. Use the Level list to select ZIP Codes. 

3. Open the DataDashboard. The variables are gone.  

4. Click Refresh Data to see the markets.  

Displaying Your Data in Charts 
You can display your DataDashboard table variables in an easy to read chart form. 
Choose from 17 different chart types, and chart by market or by data.  

1.  Click the Charts tab. 

2. Leave the defaults in the Markets Panel. 

3. Expand the Data panel. Select the variable that you want to chart. 
4. Expand the Chart Setting panel. Optionally enter a Title X (horizontal) axis label, 

and Y (vertical) axis label, and select a legend position. 

5. Expand the Chart Type panel. Select the type of chart that best suits your data. 
6. Collapse the Chart Type panel. Your chart displays. 

To save the project: 
1. Click the  at the upper right hand corner of Strategy Map. 
2. In the Save Project dialog box, type a name for the new project, and click Update 

Existing Project.  

3. Click  to Close the project. 

 

Project Manager 
The Project Manager in GeoMetrx lets you save your business scenario settings, such 
as your sites, trade areas, DataDashboard variables and indicators, and thematic 
settings on your map. When you return to your project, it appears just as you left it, 
so you don’t need to go search for your sites, reload variables or reset the map. The 
power to save your project gives you the flexibility to try new scenarios and save them 
in a different project. 

We can use the Project Manager to explore a subset of our saved project. In this 
example, we’ll create a workset of just the Atlas stores, and we’ll see what their trade 
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areas might comprise if they were based on travel time. When we are done, we can 
save the scenario as a new project so that our original is unaffected. 

To access your project: 

1. In the home page click Project Manager. 

2. In the list of projects, select the check box for the project that you want to open 
or edit. Select the project that we just saved. 

3. Click Edit. If we clicked open, the project would open into Strategy Map in the 
exact state in which we closed it. 

Editing the Project 
In the Editing page, we can select the subset of sites that we want to explore, and 
make changes to just trade areas for those sites before we go on to view the project 
in Strategy Map. 

To create the subset of stores: 

1. Click Clear Workset to de-select all stores in the project. 

2. In the Filter section, we will set a filter so that only Atlas stores are in our 
workset. Use the Variable list to select Icon Name. This field contains the name 
Atlas for each Atlas store. 

3. In the Compare column, select the Like operator. 

4. In the Value column, type Atlas. 
5. Click Go. Only stores whose Icon name contains the text “Atlas” display. 

6. Select the check box at the top of the list of sites to select all sites that meet our 
criteria, and click Add Selection to Workset. 

7. Now let’s manually remove some of the more remote locations so that we can 
focus on locations in the city. Select the Burlington location and the Saugus 
location and click Remove Selection from Workset. 

To create new trade areas for all stores in the subset: 

1. Click Apply Rules to Workset. 
2. In the Trade Area 1 row, click Edit. 

3. Set trade area 1 to be a travel time trade area of 5 minutes and click OK. 

4. In the Table Content section, select the Trade Area Settings radio button. Scroll 
down to see that for our workset of Atlas stores, there is now a 5 minute travel 
time trade area defined. 

To see our subset on the map: 

 Click Go. Strategy Map displays. 

To save and close the project: 

1. Click to save the project. Rename the project and click Save as New Project so 
that we do not alter settings in our original. Now we have two separate marketing 
scenarios mapped out in separate projects.   Click  to close the project. 
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Strategy Map Territory Hierarchies 
You can create and align territory hierarchies in Strategy Map. Strategy Map territories 
can contain whole geographies, such as ZIP Codes, Counties, or States. They can 
also contain point locations, such as hospitals, or retail outlets. 

You can create territories manually, using the Markets Panel and the Tools panel to 
carve out territories.  

Creating a Territory Hierarchy 
When you create territories in Strategy Map, you assign them to a Territory Hierarchy, 
which will be saved in the Geography Panel. When you return to work with territories 
at a later date, you will choose the territories that you want from the territory 
hierarchy. You may start with a simple hierarchy of representatives with a district 
owner, and then add a hierarchy level of regions that own the districts, and divisions 
that own the regions. 

Our goal is to create sales territories, for our representative, that are comprised of ZIP 
Codes in Massachusetts, Vermont and New Hampshire.  The territories should cover as 
little area as possible (decreasing travel time) and should give equal selling potential 
to each representative. 

To create a territory hierarchy: 

1. In the Markets Panel, click the menu and select Add New Territory Hierarchy. 

2. Give a Name and a Description to the new hierarchy. Let’s call our hierarchy 
Training Territories and describe it as MM/DD/YY Sample Hierarchy. 

3. Select the component geography of ZIP Polygon. This will be the components 
owned by the territory representatives. 

 
4. Click OK. The alignment options dialog box displays. 

To set alignment options for the new hierarchy: 

1. In the Alignment options dialog box, expand the Restrict Geographies that Can be 
Added section. We will make it so that only geographies in Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire and Vermont can be selected, and we won’t have to worry about 
accidentally selecting geographies outside the intended region. 

2. Click Choose a site/market or area. 

3. Click Create New Area. 
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4. Name the New Area MA NH VT. 

5. Use the Geography list to select State. 
6. In the Components list, select Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont, and 

click Add to add them to the list of permitted geographies. Click OK. 

7. Click Continue to the Map. Now we can carve out some territories for our reps. 

Carving Out Territories  
We want to start with three new territories. We’ll add all components to the 
Unassigned territory that already exists, and then we’ll carve three territories for our 
reps. If any components are left in the Unassigned territory, we can have GeoMetrx 
automatically give them to the territory closest in proximity. All components will be 
spoken for. 

To add all components to the Unassigned territory: 
1. In the Alignment Panel, click the Unassigned territory and in the menu that 

displays, select Make this Territory the Target. When the target is set, this means 
that any components that we select and assign will be given to the target territory, 
in this case Unassigned. 

2. In the Tools Panel, click the circle select tool , and click any point near the 
center of the three states that we are dividing into territories. Drag out until all 
three states are enclosed by the circle. Don’t worry that the borders of the circle 
extend beyond the area we want to include. We restricted the selectable 
geographies when we created our territory hierarchy, so ZIP Codes outside of the 
three states we designated will not be included. When you release the mouse, the 
center of each component within the selectable area will have a black square on it 
indicating that it is selected and will be assigned to the target territory, unassigned, 
if you accept changes. 

3. In the Alignment Panel, click the check mark to accept the changes you’ve made. 
All components will be allocated to the Unassigned territory. Now we can start 
carving out some territories. 

To create and carve a territory: 
1. In the Alignment Panel click menu , and select Add a New Territory. 
2. In the Territory name box, enter Rep 1. 

3. Click OK. The territory is created and Rep 1is automatically the target territory. The 
target territory is the territory to which any selected components will be assigned. 

4. In the Tools panel, click a tool and select some geographies on the map. Selected 
geographies will display a black square at the centroid. Select the  

 

 Select Tool – to select individual geographies by shift-clicking points on 
the map.  
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 Circle Select Tool – to select geographies within a radius by clicking a 
point on the map and dragging outward until you reach your desired 
radius. All geographies encompassed within the radius are added to the 
territory.  

 Polygon Select Tool – to select geographies within a hand-drawn 
polygon by clicking and connecting points on the map. To close the 
polygon, double-click the beginning vertex of the polygon.  

 Rectangle Select Tool – to select geographies within a rectangular area 
by clicking and dragging outward. All geographies encompassed in the 
selected area are added to the territory. 

Note that the information in the spreadsheet changes as you add and remove 
components to and from your territory.  

5. When you are satisfied with your territories, click the Accept Changes  tool. The 
geographies assigned to the district are shaded according to that district’s assigned 
color.  

6. Repeat this procedure to create two more territories for Reps 2 and 3. If some 
components remain in Unassigned, that is fine, we will let GeoMetrx assign them 
to the nearest territory automatically. 
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Allocating Unassigned Components to Territories 
As we carved out components to give to our territories, we may not have assigned 
every component. In your scenarios, you may have components that are not assigned 
to a territory simply because they were not captured with the carving tool you were 
using, or because they do not have data that make it desirable for a territory to own. 
In either case, it is common to want to have all components assigned, and we can let 
GeoMetrx automatically assign any components that are still in Unassigned to the 
nearest territory.  

To give unassigned components to the nearest territory: 

 In the Alignment Panel click menu , and select Allocate Unassigned to the 
nearest territory. All unassigned components are assigned. 

 

 

Using the Alignment Panel 
The alignment panel gives you options to balance your territories, add variables to 
territories, and get information for your territories. 

You can get information for an individual territory, or all territories. 

1. Hold your mouse pointer over a territory name. You have options to: 

 Zoom map to this territory – zoom in on the territory. 

 Make this territory the target – make the territory the target so that any 
selected components will be assigned to it. 
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 List/Edit Components of this territory – see a list of all the territory 
components, in this case ZIP Codes. You can also use this option to 
move one or more components from the current territory to a new territory 
directly from the list of components. 

 Edit this territory’s details – Change the name or description of the territory. 

 Delete this territory – Remove the territory entirely. There is no Undo 
feature, so use this option cautiously. 

2. Click the menu  in the Alignment panel. You have options to: 

 Change Alignment Options – These are currently the defaults that we set 
when we started working with territories. You can change them at any 
time. 

 No Target – Use this to set the map so that there is no territory to which 
selected geographies will be assigned. Maybe you want to display the 
alignment panel without any text bold, or display the map without a pushpin 
on the target territory. Selecting No Target would achieve both of these 
goals. 

 Add New Territory – Add a new territory from the Alignment panel just as 
you would from the Markets Panel. 

 Zoom Map to Show all Territories  

 Choose Variables – select up to 5 variables from hundreds of tables. 
Variable values for components will be aggregated to the territory level. 

 Allocate *Unassigned to nearest territory – if you have territory components 
in the *unassigned territory, you can let GeoMetrx automatically assign 
them to the nearest territory, so that all components will be assigned. 

 Return All to Unassigned – returns any components allocated recently from 
unassigned to a territory back to the Unassigned territory. 

 Delete Components of Selection – removes any components that are currently 
selected and accounted for in the Selection row of the Alignment panel.  

 Automatically Optimize – Let GeoMetrx optimize your territories. 

Adding Attribute Variables to your Territories 
In the Alignment panel, you can select variables to add to your territory analysis. You 
might use these variables to balance territories. 

To add attribute variables: 

1. Click the Menu and select Choose Variables. 

2. Click Choose. 
3. In the Search In list, select Households (2011). 
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4. Select the Households (2011) variable and click Select. 

5. Click Choose in the next row. 
6. In the Search In list, select Income: Aggregate Income (2011). 

7. Select the Aggregate Income (2011) variable and click Select. 

8. Click Format for each variable and make any necessary changes to the display 
format. 

9. Next to the Households variable, select the Balancing Variable radio button. This will 
be the variable on which we will balance our territories. 

10. Click OK. The two variables are added to the Alignment panel. The Balancing 
variable, in this case Households, is bold, and the chart shows us that the 
territories are far from balanced. 

 

Aligning Territories 
Our next step is to try to get each territory to have a similar number of households to 
serve. 

To align territories: 

1. Identify the territory that has the least number of households and the territory that 
has the most households. We will make the territory with the lease households the 
target. 

2. Hold your mouse pointer over the territory name and select Make this territory the 

target. Or, you can use the Set Target  tool to click the territory on the map 
that you want to make the target. 

3. Use any selection tool in the toolbar to select components to add to this territory. 
Variable values and the chart update as you select components. 

4. When you have added a sufficient number to the target, click the Accept Changes 

 tool. GeoMetrx saves your changes. 

5. If necessary select another territory as a target and repeat this procedure until your 
territories are balanced. 
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Automatically Optimizing Territories 

Use the Territory Optimizer to automatically create the number of territories that you 
need, and balance them on a variable that you choose. You can: keep existing 
territories, weight territories so that some are set to handle more workload than others, 
decide whether the territory bases will be allowed to move, and decide how many 
territories you want to add if any.  

The Territory Optimizer lets you explore several different territory scenarios and choose 
the one that gives you the most selling opportunity. 

To automatically optimize territories: 

1. In the Alignment Panel, use the menu to select Automatically Optimize. Click OK 
to save changes and begin optimization. 

2. In the Description box, type Training Optimization MMDDYY. 
3. Select the Discard Existing Territories check box. 

4. In the Number of Territories to create text box, type 10. We will let the optimizer 
generate 10 balanced territories for us. 

5. Select the Discard Existing Territory Centers check box. 

6. Leave Preserve the contents of Unassigned clear, since we don’t have any 
components in the unassigned territory. 

7. Leave Use Traveltime Instead of Distance clear, as on this pass we will try to 
optimize on a variable and by straight line distance. 

8. In the Demand Variable section, select Choose Variable. Use the Search in list to 
select Households (2011) table, and select the Households (2011) variable. 

 
9. Click OK. 

10. Click Done. 
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Viewing Optimization Results 

When your optimization is complete, you get a report that indicates the percentage of 
improvement from the first pass of the optimization to the last. From this report you 
can go directly to Strategy Map where you can view the results of the optimization. 

To view the results of the Optimization: 

1. In the Reports panel, the status of the optimization report displays. Click View 
Report. 

 
2. Review the report and click Align to see the optimized territories on Strategy Map. 

3. In the Alignment Options dialog box, leave the defaults and click Continue to the 
Map. Look at how the optimizer has arranged your territories so that they have 
roughly equal numbers of households. 

 
4. Click OK to save the optimized version. 

Adding a Hierarchy Level 
We want to add a level of District managers to our hierarchy. We can add a district 
level above the territory representatives. When we start carving out districts, our 
optimized territories will be the components of the districts. 
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To add a level to the hierarchy: 
1. Open the geography panel. 
2. Click your territory hierarchy and select Unlock Whole Hierarchy to allow us to add 

a District to the hierarchy. 

3. Click the top level of the hierarchy and select Add Hierarchy Level. 
4. In the Level to be Inserted text box, type District. 

5. Rename the top level of the hierarchy as a new hierarchy that includes the District 
level will be created. Name it A training with Districts and describe it as Training 
Districts. 

6. Click OK. Now we can add variables to the whole hierarchy. 

Adding Variables to the Whole Hierarchy 
We will add a few variables that will tell us a bit about how our market is represented 
in our area. Our market is Females age 20-29 in families with incomes between 
100,000 and 150,000.  When we add variables to the whole hierarchy, they are 
saved with the territory hierarchy and are available to us in the alignment panel 
anytime we open the hierarchy at any level. 

To add variables that we will be able to map and use for alignment 

1. Click the top level of the hierarchy and select choose variables for whole hierarchy. 
2. In the Select Attribute Variables dialog box, click Choose and choose the 

Population Detailed by Age Female (2011).  

3. Select the variables, Females age 20-24 and Females age 25-29 and click Select. 
4. Click Choose in the next variable line and choose the Income: Family Income (2011) 

table. 

5. Select the variables 100,000-124,999 and 125,000-149,999 and click Select. 
6. Click Choose in the last variable row. Select the Households (2011) table. 

7. Select the Households (2011) variable and click Select. 

8. Click the Balancing radio button next to the Households (2011) variable. We will 
set the households as the default variable on which to balance territories. We will 
have the option to change the balancing variable as necessary. 
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9. Click OK in the Markets Panel to save the territory hierarchy.  

Carving out the Districts 
You can use the Alignment Panel and some new tools in the Tools Panel to carve out 
districts. The components of the districts will be the representative’s territories.  

To create the new district on the map: 

1. In the Geography Panel, click the  Training Districts hierarchy and click Align. 
2. In the Territory Editing Options dialog box, click Continue to the Map. Note that our 

variables display in the alignment panel, but there are no values yet because the 
districts are not created. We will create districts. 

3. In the Alignment Panel click menu , and select Add a New Territory. 

4. In the Territory name box, enter District 1. 

5. Click OK. The territory is created and District 1 is automatically the target territory. 
The target territory is the territory to which any selected components will be 
assigned. 

6. In the Tools panel, click a tool and select some geographies on the map. Selected 
geographies will display a black square at the centroid. 

 

 The Select Tool - Select individual geographies by shift-clicking points 
on the map.  

 The Circle Select Tool - Select geographies within a radius by clicking 
a point on the map and dragging outward until you reach your desired 
radius. All geographies encompassed within the radius are added to the 
territory.  

 The Polygon Select Tool - Select geographies within a hand-drawn 
polygon by clicking and connecting points on the map. To close the 
polygon, double-click the beginning vertex of the polygon.  
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 The Rectangle Select Tool - Select geographies within a rectangular 
area by clicking and dragging outward. All geographies encompassed in 
the selected area are added to the territory. 

Note that the information in the spreadsheet changes as you add and remove 
components to and from your territory.  

7. When you are satisfied with your district components, click the Accept Changes 
tool. The geographies assigned to the district are shaded according to that district’s 
assigned color.  

8. Repeat this procedure to create two more territories, Districts 2 and 3. 
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Getting Your Sites, Territories, and Data into GeoMetrx 
You can use many applications to generate files that you can upload into GeoMetrx. 
While we cannot give you specific instructions for how to export from the application 
you have chosen, we can give you guidelines for exporting that will facilitate the upload 
process. 

Creating a File for Import into GeoMetrx 
When you are importing comma separated or text format files into GeoMetrx, there are 
several guidelines to follow that will make the import process simpler and help assure 
that your variables are in the format you need. 

When you are creating the comma separated or text format file: 

 Write the file with a header record. This will facilitate column identification. 

 The first row in the file should be the header that contains column names. The 
second row of the file should be the first row of data. There should be no blank 
rows or extraneous information between the header and the data. 

 If you are working in a spreadsheet that allows multiple worksheets, keep the data 
in one worksheet and write from that. GeoMetrx will not read multiple worksheets of 
data in a file. 

 If your file contains a geographic identifier, such as Postal Codes, and you want to 
summarize data for each identifier, you must summarize the data to the geographic 
identifier level in your spreadsheet before you write the file.  

 If your file contains address information, make one column each for the Street 
Address, City, State and Postal Code.  

 If your file contains ZIP Codes, format the Postal Code column as text so that 
your spreadsheet does not write the field value out as numeric . If the field is left 
as numeric, ZIP Codes with leading zeros will appear without the leading zeros as 
4 digit numbers. 

 If you want to map by counties, make sure there is a column in your file for the 
County FIPS code. You will need the FIPS code rather than the county name to 
map by counties. 
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Creating a Territory Hierarchy from a File 
If you have a comma separated file of territory information, you can upload it to 
automatically create territories. 

To upload a file of territory data and automatically create territories: 

1. From Strategy Map click Import. 

2. In the Territory Definitions section of the Import Wizard, click Go. 
3. In the File Name section, click Browse and select the file that you want to upload. 

Select NationalHierarchy.csv. The file must meet the file requirements listed below 
the file name text box. Your file must contain a geographic record identifier, and at 
least one attribute variable. 

4. Click Next. 

To provide information that describes your data: 

1. In the This File will be Used To section, use the list to select Create a New 
Hierarchy. 

2. In the Name for the New Hierarchy text box, type a name for the new hierarchy. 
A New Training Hierarchy MMDD. 

3. In the Description for the New Hierarchy text box, type a description of the new 
territory hierarchy. 

4. In the Name for the New Data Table text box, type a name for the data table that 
will contain the territory hierarchy. 

5. In the Description for the new data table text box, type a description of the table 
that will contain the territory hierarchy. 

6. Use the Type of Components list to select: 

 Belonging to a standard geography – if components will be a standard 
geography, such as ZIP Codes. If your components are a standard 
geography, use the Choose the existing Geography list to select the 
geography of your territory components. 

 New Locations Defined in the Imported Data – if your file contains component 
locations, such as customer locations. 

7. In the Locations are Defined by list, select  

 X and Y coordinate – if your file contains points that will be the territory 
components. For example, the owners might be sales representatives and 
the components might be physician locations. Choose X and Y Coordinate for 
this training. 

 Lookup in Table – if you want to use a field in your file to place 
components at the geographic center of a standard geography. For 
example, if each of your components has a ZIP Code, you could place the 
component at the ZIP Code center.  
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8. In the Choose a Table list select the standard geography that you will use to look 
up your field value. If your file contains ZIP Codes and you want to place 
components at the ZIP Code center, select the ZIP Code table. Choose ZIP Codes. 

9. Click the Levels in Your Hierarchy button to tell GeoMetrx how many levels of 
territory hierarchy are in your file.  We have 4 levels in our hierarchy. 

To determine how to process columns: 

1. In the Columns in your file section, use the With Data Type list to select:  

 A: Aggregatable - if the values can be added to create a meaningful 
number.  

 C: Character – if the values are character values.  

 N: Numeric – if the values are numeric, such as an index, but cannot be 
added to create a meaningful number.  

2. In the list of columns, select the columns that you want to use for this import that 
match the data type that you selected, and click Add Selected Columns. Repeat this 
for as many data types as you have columns that you want to add.  

3. In the Columns to be Processed section, review the columns that are currently set 
to be processed. Make sure that each required field is specified. If a required 
column is not yet specified, click the column in your list of columns that contains 
the required field value, and click Set to the left of the row in the Columns to be 
Processed section.  

4. For all columns check the  

 Usage – how the column variable will be used. For example, what column 
will be used as the record identifier.  

 Rqd – whether the column is required for upload.  

 Type – whether the type is character, numeric, or aggregatable. Note: the 
record identifier will always be character.  

 Source Column – the column in your file that contains the variable to be 
processed. 

 Destination Column Short Name – which you can change if necessary.  

 Displayed Name – which you can change if necessary.  

5. If you want to clear a column so that it is not uploaded, click Clear to the right 
of the row of information for the column.  

6. Click Finish.  
7. Click Done to go to the Report Manager where you can wait for a report of the 

import. After viewing the import report, you can select your new hierarchy for 
viewing on Strategy Map from the Geography Panel. 
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Uploading Different Types of Location for Display 
If you have a comma separated file that contains Category and Subcategory fields, 
such as a Category of Pharmacy, and a Subcategory of the Pharmacy Franchise, such 
as RiteAid or Walgreens, you can Upload the information and define categories. You 
will then be able to display each category with a different symbol and view flash 
reports for each location. 

Let’s take a look at the file My2CatStores.csv Excel. Note that the Category field 
contains the value Pharmacy, while the subcategory field has two different pharmacy 
names. 

 

Uploading Your Locations 
You can upload a file of locations, that contains categories and subcategories, display 
them on the map, and create a custom flash report to display information for your 
locations when you click them.   

You can also use these locations as components of territories if you create territories 
whose components are point locations, such as hospitals or account addresses.  

To select for upload:  

1. From Strategy Map click Import. 

2. In the Your Locations section of the Import Wizard, click Go. In the File Name 
section, click Browse and select the file that you want to upload. Select 
My2CatStores.csv. The file must meet the file requirements listed below the file 
name text box. Your file must contain a geographic record identifier, and coordinate 
information for each location. 

3. In the Import Type section, make sure that the Your Locations option is selected. 

4. Click Next. 

To provide the information that describes your data: 

1. In the Short Name text box, enter a short name for the data set that you are 
importing. Enter Pharmacy MMDD. 

2. In the Displayed Name text box, enter the name that will be displayed when you 
are choosing this data from a list. Enter Pharmacy MMDD. 

3. In the Choose the type of Data to Import list, do not change the type of data, as 
you have already made this selection in the Import Wizard. In the Location is 
specified by section, select: 
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 X, Y Coordinates - if your file contains coordinate locations for each 
location. 

 Center of Geographical component - if your file contains a geographic 
identifier of a geography that you want to map each location to. For 
example, each record might contain the Postal Code and might be mapped 
on the Postal Code center. 

4. At the question regarding whether your data has categories, select Yes, Categories 
and Subcategories.  

5. In the Columns in your file section, use the With Data Type list to select: 

 A: Aggregatable  - if the values can be added to create a meaningful 
number. 

 C: Character – if the values are character values. 

 N: Numeric – if the values are numeric, such as an index, but cannot be 
added to create a meaningful number. 

6. In the list of columns, select the Store Name and click Set next to the Label 
column so that the store name will display as a label under the store marker. 

7. Select the Sales Per Store and Sales Per Cap columns. Make sure that a data 
type of Aggregatable is displayed, and click Add Selected Columns. 

8. Repeat this for as many data types as you have columns that you want to add.  

9. In the Columns to be Processed section, review the columns that are currently set 
to be processed. If the RecID, or record identifier, column is not yet specified, 
click the column in your list of columns that contains the record identifier, in this 
case the geographic identifier of the geography for which you are uploading data, 
and click Set. 

10. Repeat this procedure for any columns that are marked as required but are not yet 
specified. For all columns check the: 

 Usage – how the column variable will be used. For example as the record 
identifier. 

 Rqd – whether the column is required for upload. 

 Type – whether the type is character, numeric, or aggregatable. Note: the 
record identifier will always be character. 

 Destination Column Short Name – which you can change if necessary. 
Displayed Name – which you can change if necessary. 

11. If you want to clear a column so that it is not uploaded, click Clear to the right 
of the row of information for the column. 

12. Click Finish. 

13. Your locations are ready to be viewed on the map. 
Your next step to mapping your points and viewing your custom flash reports is to 
Define Categories. 
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Defining Categories 
You can define the fields that contain category information and specify the format in 
which they will display.  

To define categories: 

1. Return to the Home Page.  

2. Select My Sites, Territories and Data>Data.  
3. In the list of data sets, select the set for which you want to Define Categories. 

Pharmacy MMDD. 

4. Click Define Categories.  
5. Click New to define a new category.  

To define custom data category details:  

1. In the Name section, type a name for the category. Pharmacy MMDD 

2. In the Category Identifier section type an expression that contains a string from the 
category column that identifies the category. For example, if your category column 
contains variable values of “Supermarket”, you could type ='Supermarket' as your 
expression. Examples of valid identifiers include:  

 ='Supermarket'  

 <>5000  

 IN('12',23',76')  

 NOT IN('998','999')  

 Like “Smith” or Like “Sm*” 

 Enter =’Pharmacy’ 

3. In the List Order box, enter the ordinal number that indicates where you want these 
points listed in the My Locations section of the Map Panel. For example, if you 
want your points listed first, enter a list order of 1.  

4. Click Adjust sequence of all related Categories if you want existing entries with 
higher list orders adjusted.  

To set symbol and label details: 

You can select up to three map height ranges at which to display your symbols. For 
example, you might want your symbols to display only on heights between 5 and 12 
miles, and again between 500 and 1000 miles, and lastly between 2000 and 3000 
miles. Your symbols will display in different sizes at different map heights. On large 
scale maps where only a small area is displayed, symbols can be larger because they 
do not overlap or cover other features. On smaller scale maps that show a great deal 
of area, symbols are smaller to avoid overlap and crowding.  

1. In the Symbol/Label Details section, in Range 1 set the Min. Symbol Map Height 
to the lowest map height at which you want symbols displayed.  
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2. Set the Max. Symbol Map Height to the maximum map height at which you want 
symbols displayed. Set the height to 100. 

3. If you want to display a text label with the symbol, select Show Label.  

4. Set the Max Label Map Height box to the maximum map height at which you want 
the label to display. Set the label height to 50. 

5. Repeat these steps for Range 2 and 3 if you need to set additional height ranges.  

6. Click OK.  

Defining Subcategories 
You can define subcategories of points, and assign an icon or symbol to each 
subcategory.  

To define subcategories: 

1. Select the data set for which you want to define subcategories, Boston Pharmacies 
MMDD, and click Define Subcategories.   

2. Click New.  

To define custom data subcategory details:  

1. In the Name section, type a name for the subcategory. This name will appear in 
the My Location section of the Map Panel. Type ABCdrug. 

2. In the Subcategory Identifier section type an expression that contains a string from 
the subcategory column. For example, if your subcategory column contains variable 
values of “A&P”, you could type =’A&P’ as your expression. Type  = ’ABCdrug’ 

3. In the Icon 1 section, select:  

 Upload my icon, and click Browse to select the icon file to display on 
points. Rx.gif 

 Use Standard Icons, and select the icon you want to display from the list.  

4. In the Icon Size 1 section, enter the icon height in points. Type 15. 
5. If you specified more than one height range for icon display when you defined 

categories, repeat steps 3 and 4 in each icon section.  
6. Click OK.  

7. Repeat these steps for the Subcategory =’FixItPharm’ using the MortPest.gif icon. 

8. Click Return.  

Assigning Point Data to a Flash Report 
You can create a flash report for each category of points in your file. To do so, you 
must assign point data from a file of attribute data, to a flash report.  

To create the flash report:  

1. Select the data set for which you want to define a flash report, and click Assign 
Flash Reports.  

2. Click New.  
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To set Flash Report details:  

1. In the Name section, type a name for the Flash Report. Type Pharmacy MMDD 
Flash Report. 

2. In the Description section, type a description of the Flash Report. Type Pharmacies 
around Boston MMDD. 

3. In the Help URL: section, you can enter the URL for flash report specific help that 
you have created.  

4. In the List Order section, enter the ordinal number that indicates where you want 
this report listed in the Flash Reports list. Type 1. 

To add variables to the Flash Report:  

1. In the Flash Report Variables section, click Add Variable. Your table appears in the 
Choose a Group Section.  

2. In the Variable Filter section, you can enter part or all of the variable name and 
click Go. Only those variables that contain the text that you entered will display in 
the Select the Variable section.  

3. Select the variable that you want displayed in the flash report and click OK. The 
variable you chose displays.  

4. If you need to change the variable, click Select and choose a variable to replace 
the one displayed.  

5. In the Report Label box, optionally edit the name of the variable.  
6. In the Data Type list, select the type for the variable. Select:  

 Currency – for variables that contain currency values.  

 Number- for variables that are numeric.  

 Percentage – for variables whose values are percentages.  

 Text – for variables whose values should be interpreted as text.  

Store_Name, Address, City, State, Zip_Code are Text. 

Sales_Per_Store and SalesPerCap are Number, with Separator checked. 

7. In the Dec box, type the number of decimal places to display.  

8. Check the Sep box if you want to display a comma as a thousands separator. Do 
this for Sales_Per_Store and SalesPerCap  

9. Click Remove if you need to remove the variable.  

10. Repeat steps 1-9 for additional variables in the report.  
11. Click OK.  

12. Click Return to get back to the Define Data Categories page.  

Building Categories 
When you Build Categories, you build support files and indices that GeoMetrx needs to 
efficiently display your points on maps. You must build categories before you can 
display your points on the map with the My Locations section of the Map Panel.  
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To build categories: 

1. Select the data table for which you want to build categories and click Build 
Category Files. 

2. At the prompt to build cartography files, click Yes. GeoMetrx builds your categories.  

Now you can display your points on the map from the My Locations section of the 
Map Panel, and generate Flash Reports for the points you click with the Flash Reports 
tool in the Tool Panel. 

Return to Strategy map and show the category location on the map, and generate a flash 
report. 

 

Uploading Data for Standard Geographies 
You may have data for geographies, sites, point location data, or data for standard 
geographies such as ZIP Codes, MSAs or Counties. You can upload your data and 
access it from Strategy Map. 

Uploading Attribute Data for Standard Geographies 
Once you have uploaded attribute data for standard geographies, you can color the 
geographies by variable value. For example, if you have sales data for ZIP Codes, you 
can upload that data and map it thematically on ZIP Codes. 

To upload attribute data for standard geographies: 

1. From the Strategy Map click Import. 

2. In the Data for Standard or Custom Geographies section of the Import Wizard, click 
Go. 

3. In the File Name section, click Browse and select the file that you want to upload. 
Select ZIPData.csv. The file must meet the file requirements listed below the file 
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name text box. Your file must contain a geographic record identifier, and at least 
one attribute variable. 

4. Click Next. 

To set import specifications: 

1. Provide the information that describes your data. In the Short Name text box, enter 
a short name for the data set that you are importing. ZIP Data MMDD. 

2. In the Displayed Name text box, enter the name that will be displayed when you 
are choosing this data from a list. ZIP Data MMDD. 

3. In the Choose the type of Data to Import list, do not change the type of data, as 
you have already made this selection in the Import Wizard. 

4. Use the Geographic Level list to select the geography that matches the geography 
of the data in your file. For example, if your file contains data for Postal Codes, 
select Postal Codes. If your file contains data for points that you have previously 
imported into GeoMetrx, select the points geography. ZIP (Polygon). 

5. In the Columns in your file section, use the With Data Type list to select: 

 A: Aggregatable  - if the values can be added to create a meaningful 
number. 

 C: Character – if the values are character values. 

 N: Numeric – if the values are numeric, such as an index, but cannot be 
added to create a meaningful number. 

6. In the list of columns, select the columns that you want to use for this import that 
match the data type that you selected, and click Add Selected Columns. 

7. Repeat this for as many data types as you have columns that you want to add. 
8. In the Columns to be Processed section, review the columns that are currently set 

to be processed. If the RecID, or record identifier, column is not yet specified, 
click the column in your list of columns that contains the record identifier, in this 
case the geographic identifier of the geography for which you are uploading data, 
and click Set to the left of the Recid row in the Columns to be Processed section. 

9. Repeat this procedure for any columns that are marked as required but are not yet 
specified. 

10. For all columns check the  

 Usage – how the column variable will be used. For example as the record 
identifier. 

 Rqd – whether the column is required for upload. 

 Type – whether the type is character, numeric, or aggregatable. Note: the 
record identifier will always be character. 

 Destination Column Short Name – which you can change if necessary. 

 Displayed Name – which you can change if necessary. 

11. If you want to clear a column so that it is not uploaded, click Clear to the right 
of the row of information for the column. 
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12. Click Finish. 

13. If you began this process from Strategy Map, you can click the link to view your 
data on the map. The first attribute variable will be mapped thematically, and you 
can change any thematic settings in the Thematic tab of the map panel.   

Note: To access this data, the geography level of your analysis must always match 
the record identifier in this table. You can set the analysis level in the geographic 
list box at the top of the Wizard at any time in your analysis. 

 


